
6 A coastal flavour, Kambala makes a splash in
Bengaluru 

6 Indian, Italian firms to set up joint venture in T.N.
defence corridor

8 Aditya- L1 may enter orbit on Jan. 7: ISRO

8 Rejection by Governor does not mean death of
Bill: Supreme Court

8 Army finalises ammunition requirement for 10
years, banks on indigenous manufacturing

10 Urban Affairs Ministry starts data portal on cities
for policymaking

10 Centre convenes all- party meeting on
December 2 

12 Antarctica’s ozone hole expands mid -spring
since 2001

12 Eight months on, States wait for 3HP TB
preventive drug

13 Is India lagging in measles vaccination?

13 Where does India stand on Israel-Hamas war?

15 SEBI approves rules for index providers

15 CCI buys cotton at MSP as prices drop

15 India announces phased introduction of biogas
blending

15 India’s agricultural imports from South Australia
tripled under zero- tariff regime

11 Winter Session: Govt convenes all-party meet
on December 2

11 Representatives from Ladakh to meet MoS
Home on Dec 4

13 CJI: Caste still resilient, affirmative action works
to dismantle inequalities

13 EAM: We need to define international relations
beyond western thought

14 A visually striking milestone of our
constitutional history

15 India -China trade data mismatch increases
to $15 bn in Jan-Oct

15 Govt panel sets targets for blending
sustainable aviation fuel with ATF from 2027

15 Centre brings roadmap for mandatory
blending of compressed biogas

15 SEBI board approves flexibility in norms for
social stock exchange
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